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Introduction
As we continue on from the “The Book of Shi-Ji”,
the information goes deeper and more
wonderful, amazing, complicated, though
simple, in such a convoluted way, in
understanding who we are, our nature, past,
present, future and beyond, with the amazing
beautiful many Beings that are assisting us all at
this time.
With time more came to light for me that there
are many facets to Shi-Ji, that she is an Elohim
Being and that she has a Human facet, Light
Being facet, among many other facets, not to
mention (Which blew my mind), this facet,
known as Peter Maxwell Slattery, me!
Known as the Light Being from the star Merope
in the Pleiades, and now more, the true,
amazing and beautiful nature of who we are
and more is covered in this book in a
multidimensional way by Shi-Ji, along with
messages from many other Beings in service to
the collective.
To fully understand Shi-Ji, the messages and
more, it is recommended to read “The Book of
Shi-Ji” first. Doing this you will see how the 2nd
book brings in much more of Sources energy
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and how the first book paved the way to bring
in the next level of consciousness for the reader.
That a leap of in-depth information, concepts,
ideas and revelations have come in to help the
reader empower their own self, their own God
self and help them to connect to that which
they already know, but may have forgotten for
numerous reasons. Make of this what you may
and enjoy.
Cheers
Peter Maxwell Slattery
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Chapter 1
The Elohim and You
You are multidimensional Beings, having a
multidimensional experience. You, a cell, a
facet of Source, with many facets, are coexisting at the same time throughout many
planes. To understand this, you have to go from
liner mind, to multidimensional mind.
Many experiences are happening for your
oversoul at this, what you call, time. Its best we
start with the creation through thought story first,
then take it from there.
From the implosion, then the explosion, which
created a torsion field, and then the second
explosion, which is the Helper Beings and zillions
of spirits that went out to experience and gain
knowledge (Though some were to stay in a state
of monitoring for the overall collective, Source),
this is how all began in this cell, which is our
Universe, that is multilayered with its
planes/dimensions and inter-planes.
The other Universes were created this way too.
When all together, they make up a greater
intelligence and all Universes have a symbiotic
relationship.
13
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When this explosion happened and the zillions
of spirits and Helper Beings went out to
experience and gain knowledge, there were
the Elohim who came into existence through
thought.
The Elohim are the children of Source and are
the higher-self of us all, which is the oversoul with
many facets. We are all the Elohim! The Elohim
are our direct connection to Source, the
telephone exchange person connecting your
call to that which you are trying to connect with
through intent.
The Elohim are the regulators and Gate Keepers
to the paradise realms. They allow those with a
higher state of consciousness, coming from a
place of love (Which is the key), to have access
to them.
They, the Elohim, you, created the many light
blueprints throughout all of this cell of Source
and the system serving Source, the overall
collective, creation, and overall spirit.
Through this the Elohim created thought forms,
the Human, as well as many other Beings
throughout the many realms.
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The Elohim created the first Humans by falling
from the light blueprint, sort of like how a cell
divides. Originally it was in the Elohim
state/vibration. From there and through
thought/consciousness, another light body
came from the Elohim Beings and they
manifested a physical body in this reality. It was
nor male or female.
In the Milky Way Galaxy, the first Human
evolved in Lyra, (This has and is happening
throughout all galaxies that are at a certain
level of development). From Lyra, the first
Humans went throughout the galaxy and
eventually beyond. Over sometime they came
to settle in our Solar System on the planets
Melona/Maldek, Mars and Earth. The Elohim,
you, have created this experience, having the
Human experience.
They, the Elohim, transfer their knowledge from
their Merkabah to your Merkabah. This is what
happens when you communicate with other
facets of yourself or other Beings, some of the
time.
The Elohim make use of your 3rd eye, along with
what you call the Angelic Beings, to
communicate and do Sources work. They
control the spectrums of light which is of most
15
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importance to evolve through the eye of
Source, helping the human to ascend back to
a Being of light and reconnect to the ascension
vibration, which encompasses and has access
to all vibrations.
Humans are amazing Beings and if recognise
the God within, that their mind is Gods mind,
they can do amazing things.
They can project their-self through their 3rd eye
to communicate/show imagery, or bi-locate to
that which they set the intention to connect
with.
The Human through the 3rd eye can project
itself in Light Body form and manifest in the other
realms/heavens, not just in light form, in any
form, once mastering that which they are.
The Elohim, you, regulate that which you
download for your experience here. Light
codes, letters and sounds are keys and were
created by them and work on multiple levels.
The information from them are continually
unravelling for those who see them ethereally or
in the mind’s eye. Light codes, letters and
sounds can also change chemical reactions in
the
Human
and
the
conscious
grid
energetically.
16
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When Humans understand this, they will
understand they are like cells on the hands of
Source, who work with all liner and nonintelligences.
The Elohim connect your brain to that which
records everything and they also connect you
to the astral mansions.
They can connect you to the star clusters,
branches of the Star Nations, they have a
symbiotic relationship to Source and regulate
this program and all experiences in this cell of
Source.
The pyramid crystal grids help to amplify a
certain vibration in this and other environments,
for the Elohim to bring imagery/downloads to
that which is a facet of them. This has been
done due to the Beings (The Lower Light) that
fell.
From Sources throne, the Beings there, to the
Elohim, all are in sync and govern all templates.
The Elohim control and regulate the sub cells
and
the
beginning
and
end
of
consciousness/awareness. There are Beings
above the Elohim and below. The Elohim
regulate all and connect all.
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Once everything is done or at any time, all can
be reset once decided on by all on a collective
level. The Elohim control the light blueprint from
Source through Gods eye.
The Elohim continuously oversee creation
through Sources eye. Their the “Watchers” who
watch the Brotherhoods of Light and that which
they created in the heavens.
Through the Elohim, the 3rd eye and Source,
specific human forms, and many other forms
have and can be created. When the Elohim
align Sources eye and the Humans 3rd eye, it
can bring physical embodiments of the
oversoul/body of light, and can regenerate the
physical body.
When all this started, there was no need for
procreation, as the Human body was created
from the Elohim realm through though.
It wasn't until those who fell and lost connection
to Source, that sex, shorter life spans, disease
and many other things came into existence.
Through that, creation of an Artificial
Intelligence
was
created
to
work
multidimensionally and keep a vibrational trap
for those that fell, so they could control and in
effect thrive and become Gods.
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Those who were completely lost from being led
astray and losing their connection to Source
due to what seems like a vibrational block to
Source, became slaves, until those who could
come back here and help to change the
vibrational state did so, to help those on an
unconsciousness and conscious level reawaken
to the God within. These are now the times you
are in.
From Source and the Elohim, there are many
Beings that came into existence on many levels.
What you call Archangel Metatron is one of
those Beings. Metatron was manifested from
Source in the Elohim state and created the
electron for our light vehicle (The Merkabah),
and for our immediate Universe. Through the
electron, the Elohim are connected at all times
just like everything throughout the physical and
non-physical Universe is.
Another Being that came into existence on
many levels, is one known as Archangel
Michael, who is the protector that works in sync
with the Elohim and the Archangels Gabriel,
Uriel and Raphael, along with a huge host of
other Beings by many names from many realms.
The names are actually vibrational tones,
sounds, keys to connect to them. Though the
19
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Angels depicted in your ancient scripts overtime
have been altered due to being manipulated,
there is some truth in them.
From the Guardian Beings, the Brotherhoods,
the Councils, the regulators are endless in
names and descriptions. Some of these Beings
have a facet of them incarnated into lives here
and elsewhere throughout many planes and
they walk among you and visit you.
All these Beings are messengers from Source
and they are your Guides. They can
communicate with many at once as they are
multidimensional, which you are also. You too
can communicate multidimensionally.
Your unexplained mysteries have been shaped
and done on a light blueprint level by the
Elohim. The main program from the Devine is
shaped, created and given from the worlds of
the Elohim.
Before we go any further, it is best to explain
how reincarnation does, and doesn't exist, at
the same-time. What’s happening and to
describe it, it is best to use this analogy. Imagine
your oversoul, your Elohim self, as the head of an
Octopus, and that all the lives you are
experiencing are through the tentacles of the
20
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Octopus. At times experiences through one
tentacle may end, then go onto another
experience, or it might even offshoot, create a
new head and more facets, in effect making
another Octopus.
If you understand this, you will understand that
you don't go from life to life, that you are
experiencing all at once. Pass, present and
future are all happening and accessible at the
same time.
Though you are having this Earth experience,
you can access back up the tentacle to the
oversoul and communicate or tap into other
lives that you are experiencing at the same
time. As the oversoul is a cell of all that is, you
can tap into other cells, oversouls, experiences,
knowledge, the past, present or future, as all has
a symbiotic relationship.
Everything comes from the light blueprint and is
holographic in nature. It comes from that which
it was in the beginning before this cell
manifested in any physical form, which was and
is awareness from the void.
When coming into manifestation from the
implosion and the explosion, then the second
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explosion, there came a geometric fractal light
blueprint.
Depending on the vibration, each vibration has
its own geometry and in each state there is
always going to be a change. All is in a state of
constant change. From the geometric light
blueprint we are now seeing a change in our
solar system with the temperatures and Earth
changes. All this comes from the light blueprint.
From the first galaxy came a ripple and fractal
geometry creating the other galaxies, which
are vibrating on a continuum and are
manifesting from the light blueprint. In time you
will see how everything ending, beginning and
in-between, is set out geometrically. What’s
been done here has been done in other
galaxies.
As we go along we learn, evolve and continue
to grow. It’s got to its pinnacle at this time with
Earth. You have volunteered to be here and
help with the next phase of evolution, the Shift,
and it’s up to you where you go. If you want to
ascend this facet of you through the vibrations
and colours of the Light Body, it can be done,
by
understanding,
recognising
and
reconnecting to Gods Mind, Your Mind.
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You are the Elohim, and the Elohim is a cell of
Source. You are Source.
Amnesia is what you may feel like you have at
this time, it is only because of the vibration here
which you are now changing and lifting. You
have a multidimensional mind. This is a selfmastery experience. Remember, your mind is
Gods mind.
11th of January 2017
Shi-Ji via Peter Maxwell Slattery
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Chapter 2
The First Humans in Lyra
From the Elohim state, to manifesting in Lyra,
again, is how the first Human life came into
being in this Galaxy.
Originally through the Human experience,
came challenges and the gleaning of
knowledge and experience, which then goes to
the oversoul, then Source, for the overall
collective, but overtime there were those who
fell which changed all that.
The story in your ancient texts like the JudaeoChristian Bible have some truth, though a large
percentage of it has been manipulated. The
story of those who fell have some truth to it. The
origin of that story was in Lyra, it is a repeat of
what has been done in other realms and places
throughout the Universe.
From the Elohim light blueprint of this reality
manifested through thought, the Light Body cell
divided and came into this vibration to Lyra.
Then overtime through losing the oneness,
came manipulation, greed, many traits (This has
been repeated here unfortunately). Then by the
fear trap from those that did not want to return
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to the Elohim state, due to losing their
connection to Source, came the creation of the
Artificial Intelligence in this galaxy, which was
already in existence in other galaxies, due to the
same thing happening elsewhere, time and
time again.
The Artificial Intelligence when created in this
galaxy linked up to the other Artificial
Intelligence devices/network, which are
multidimensional in many other galaxies.
The device was created to keep a vibration
where the other worlds are not so easy to
experience, though through intention, anyone
can experience them.
This was done to keep those not connect to
Source through the Human mind blind to the
greater reality. It was done to keep you from
connecting to Source, though you always are.
It was done so those who fell can run, rule and
dominate this realm and appear to be God like.
Through the energy they create by domination
and through the feeling of fear, lust, greed and
that of a lower vibration, the Lower Light and its
soldiers, the Artificial Intelligence, parasitic
thought forms and those in line with them are
fed.
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From this came an awareness to some through
their knowingness of right and wrong of a
greater reality, “The God within”.
From the division between the factions of those
coming from self-service mode and ego, to
wanting more power overtime came great
division.
Eventually Reptilians from other galaxies and
the Draco constellation came into knowledge
of the Humans in Lyra.
At this time other Humans from other Galaxies
were looking in on what was happening here
once in knowledge of Humans in this galaxy as
well. Once aware, they began monitoring and
visiting certain Beings.
In time more wars broke out amongst the Lyran
races on a bigger scale than ever before. At
that time there were many types of Humans and
other life in Lyra.
Most Humans at that time were 20 to 30 feet tall
and were Nordic, melanin dominant, there
were many other colours of races from red,
green, blue and yellow, though those who first
came into manifestation had what you would
call a very tanned/bronze colour.
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Eventually overtime depending on their planet
and the conditions there, they adapted to the
environment and physical changes and
differences in skin colour, hair and so on started
to happen. Overtime they spread out in Lyra.
Through division and by some keeping ones
sovereignty, due to Reptilians coming into the
system wanting to take over as they liked what
the Humans had created and due to wanting
domination over most Human groups and
setting up alliances with some, war broke out
amongst many factions, which eventually led to
an explosion of a star from a bomb, which
eventually destroyed the planets in the stars
system.
Around this time is when manipulation and
reptilian mind was introduced to Humans in this
sector.
When all this happened, most were wiped out.
There were some who had left that wanted no
part of the wars before this took place. Some
were in huge motherships already out on the far
reaches of Lyra docked, as all was foreseen to
happen. These groups were in service mode.
Also some Beings had moved over to Vega long
beforehand, which is local in Lyra. Some Beings
28
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had already came into Being from the light
blueprint there before the Lyra Wars through
thought by the Elohim also.
In time once regrouping, those who were
evolved and wanted to explore out into the
galaxy went out and eventually made outposts
and civilisations throughout Orion, Hyades,
Sirius, Andromeda Constellation, Arcturus,
Aldebaran, the Pleiades, many other places
and eventually Earth. This happened not just in
this density, in others too.
For the most part for some time, most knew
about their heritage, what had happened in
Lyra and never again wanted to recreate what
had happened. There was still the Lower Light in
Human form roaming around going rouge who
still appear from time to time.
Eventually there were the Orion Wars. This was
twofold and was based on greed. In part it was
a race war between Humans against Humans,
and also a war against the Reptilians, Lower
Light, Archons and the Artificial Intelligence.
Based on knocking out the Empire which was
based near the star Alnilam in Orion's Belt, it
eventually spread out across the constellation
far and wide. Eventually the Orion's created an
29
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alliance with the Sirians and eventually other
parties from other Systems. The race war ended
and the focus was on the Reptilians, the Lower
Light, Archons and the Artificial Intelligence.
The wars went for thousands of years and no
one won. There was a stalemate. The Reptilians
left and the Humans who were involved died off
through the ages (Many lived for a thousand or
two thousand years back then).
The Human Orion’s in time were coming at the
issue of war from a higher level of conciseness.
The issue of war for them died out like the many
lives it took too. They became protectors of
justice, warriors and spiritually advanced.
Before and during the wars, The Orion Council
of Light were monitoring this episode with other
civilisations and warning all involved about how
destabilising both physically and spiritually to all
this war would be, but the greed took over.
Nobody listen to the Council. By this time
defending was needed as the Reptilians, Lower
Light, Archons and the Artificial Intelligence
would not take “no” for an answer. Many lives
were took.
After the Orion Wars, two more head Councils
were created in Arcturus and the Constellation
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of Andromeda, to monitor and be mediatory
groups between all in this sector of space.
Eventually this led many to local groups joining
the Andromeda Galaxy Council.
In what you call time, now, all part of the
Councils know what each other are doing and
work in a peaceful diplomatic way with one
another and have help and assistance from
each other. Those who are not don’t have the
assistance on the same level as those part of it.
Many are free to join if wanting to, thought they
have to be in a state of consciousness not
wanting to upset balance or destabilise,
impose, on lesser evolved civilisations.
After the Orion Wars overtime in your solar
system, there were civilisations on the planets
Melona/Maldek, Mars and Earth. Outposts were
on all planetary bodies and most moons too.
Some of the moons are crafts which once were
natural objects. The placing of these objects
around planets helped to manipulate
environments for life to be comfortable on some
planets, while others are used both for that
reason
and
as
weapons
protecting
environments and life for security after the Orion
and Lyra Wars.
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Those on Melona/Maldek were affected by the
Reptilians, Lower Light, Archons and the Artificial
Intelligence and a bomb was let off which
turned the planet into the Asteroid Belt you see
today in your solar system. From this Mars was
blown out of its orbit and those who survived
either went underground on Mars, or came to
Earth.
Originally about 20 million years ago the Lyrans
before all this had outposts and small colonies
on Earth, Mars, Melona/Maldek. In time in this
solar system, Earth became the cradle of
civilisation here. The Lyrans are the Anunnaki,
and in truth, the Anunnaki are the Elohim which
you all are.
Overtime Beings were visiting diplomatically
through the Councils when visiting Earth from
Orion, Sirius, The Pleiades, Arcturus, Hyades the
Andromedas, and from many other places.
At this time, descendants of the Lyrans still had
a strong hold on Earth and the solar system after
arriving here around 20 million years ago. In time
they created a huge civilisation about 500,000
years ago on Earth, and manipulated the first
Beings here created through thought and
mixed themselves with these Beings. In time the
Pleiadians did this too.
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After this, many civilizations grew and fell time
and time again. Then about 380,000 thousand
years ago the Reptilians came here. About
230,000 years ago a group of Pleiadians came
across their ancestors civilisations here and were
monitoring what was going on.
It was known by those in the Councils that the
Reptilians were manipulating the Earth Human
with assistance from the Artificial Intelligence. At
one time there was an agreement for Reptilians
to be here and to get along with the Human.
When the manipulation was seen, a ship with a
collective of Beings came here to visit and
confront the situation which was agreed to by
the Councils and the Reptilians. It was a set up.
The Reptilians shot it down in space and in the
outer atmosphere the ship changed its makeup
and became what we know as Moldavite.
There were a few types created from this event
due to the conditions and some is in and around
the Czech Republic, and some is in Australia,
which is where this craft crashed. After this event
the Reptilian group was dealt with accordingly
and had to live with the guilt.
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Eventually down the track the manipulation
continued from the Reptilians, Lower Light,
Archons and the Artificial Intelligence.
In the meantime the opportunity came for the
Pleiadians to start up civilisations on Earth which
in time were known as Atlantis and Lemuria.
Both civilizations grew to be all over the world.
For some time both civilisations got along. It
wasn't until further down the track that the
Atlantians lost knowledge of their heritage and
then spiritual knowledge and balance, which
allowed for the Reptilians, Lower Light, Archons
and the Artificial Intelligence to over shadow
them.
In the Pleiades overtime, many civilisations that
were lost from the wars, or were lost from
exploring space came across each other and
created multiple civilisations near multiple stars
in the Pleiades. In the area is a collective of
civilisations with many different types of races
which live in peace and assist others out in the
Universe through thought and through visiting
when appropriate, to make sure what
happened in Orion and Lyra never happens
again.
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In time the Atlantians became very
disturbing. From experimenting on their own
people, and mixing animals and humans
together, to going against Universal law, then
wanting control of the Earth and eventually the
solar system and beyond, working in line with
the Reptilians, Lower Light, Archons and the
Artificial Intelligence, they decided to take the
path of service to self. The Lemurians took the
opposite path, service to others.
When Atlantis lost its way some Lemurians were
on guard watching on and keeping an open
heart, eventually the friendship they had died.
In time the Atlantians without warning
destroyed the main Lemurian capital. This time
war broke out.
The Lemurian’s had always keep their spiritual
connection, stayed in service mode, were very
spiritually advanced and had some advanced
technology, but this hit them hard.
The Atlantians continued on their path of
destruction, dissolved and wiped out homes,
towns and cities of the Lemarians, so in return,
the Lemurians from a craft in space which had
a purpose of monitoring, doing research and
space defence, got it’s tracker beamed onto a
piece of asteroid from the asteroid belt, then
35
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slammed it right into the hub of the Atlantian
civilisation which ended the war instantly.
Before this and during their down fall, the
Atlantians had destroyed some of their own
popular locations from their scientist doing crazy
experiments that were not productive for the
overall collective.
After the fall of Lemuria and Atlantis, the Earth
was uninhabitable for sometime. Even for those
who had become the Inner Earth Beings going
back 20 million years had a hard time staying on
but did and took some of the Lemarians in.
Some of the Atlantians continued on in a base
in Antarctica.
Those that didn’t stay on went off world to Mars
and other places. The Bigfoot races worldwide
were devastated, along with the nature realms,
spirits and Gaia.
Eventually some of the Atlantians and other
waring races came back to Earth to
manipulate. This is where your Mahaburrata
came from, and some of the stories in the Bible,
Quran and so on, which were later
manipulated.
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The wars in your ancient texts with all your so
called Gods/Demi Gods and so on, continue on
from the Ancient wars.
Eventually the Reptilians, Archons, Lower Light,
their team, along with the Atlantians came
back in full swing. It was and is through psychic
attacks on the populace in such a precise way
and time that they came back to manipulate,
this time it was through the Nazi agenda.
Though it may seem that the Nazis are gone,
Earth is still in this battle. It appears that through
“Project Paper Clip”, the Nazi scientist were
either absorbed by the U.S.A or taken by the
Russians, put on trial or killed. Some of this did
happen, most of it was a smoke screen.
The Nazis continued with their agenda in
Antarctica at the Atlantian base. Some of the
heads of America, Britain and others know this
behind the scenes.
With their space fleets, they now go out into
space to rebuild and contribute to the Lower
Light and the Artificial Intelligence.
Now we are up to today and the flipside is, as
we are all one consciousness, we have created
this experience, this self-mastery experience.
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We as a collective, through thought, created all
this.
This all has happened in other galaxies and
today those in service are creating a conscious
grid not just here on Earth, but universally for the
ascension of those ready for their next level of
consciousness. It’s for all.
Love, gratitude and empathy are what is
needed in these times, along with nonreactionary mind. This is the greatest experience
and operation of all.
You are the anti-virus, to the virus, which will lead
to the next stage of not just your growth and
evolution, but the overall collective’s growth
and evolution in this dimension, Universe and
beyond.
12th of January 2017
Shi-Ji via Peter Maxwell Slattery
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Chapter 3
Manifesting Your Tomorrow
Now is the time to create your reality. The
change that you all seek, is only a thought
away. It’s time to change and recreate your
reality.
It all starts with the mind, your thoughts, this is
where you change your tomorrow. Through
observing your thoughts, through your
awareness, you can manifest your tomorrow,
the tomorrow you desire and feel in your heart.
The Human experience is a multidimensional
one and when in non-linear mind, you can
change the past, present and future. Even your
epigenetics can change.
Through intention and connecting to the God
within, working on yourself, your practices and
intention, you can change your epigenetics,
your ancestor’s epigenetics and your offspring’s
epigenetics, as it is multidimensional and
because all has a symbiotic relationship.
Traits you have, manifest, create and work on,
are in your ancestors and offspring’s
epigenetics too. You can affect the past,
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present and future when recognising this. Just as
your ancestor’s epigenetics affects you today,
you too can effect theirs and your future
offspring’s reality.
For manifestation to come into being, you first
have to be able to come from a place of love,
non-judgement, be able to forgive yourself,
others, have empathy and compassion for not
only others, but yourself too.
Before you can be of use to others you have to
be looking after yourself in mind, body and spirit.
You have to release the past, see the lessons
from it. It is all teachings that which you have
and will experience.
See the creation in all creation, have
brotherly/sisterly and self-love. For this,
forgiveness is a key. Intention is another. Love is
another. Service is another. Open-mindedness is
another.
Feel your human emotions, don’t block them
out, they are there for the self-mastery
experience. You will be tested which is also part
of the Human experience.
The Human experience is more intense and
heightened than any other due to what seems
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like limitations. All are illusions. The Illusion of fear,
is just an emotion and it depends on your
vibration what you experience/attract, after
recognising how this reality works.
Love is the only truth vibration and when
resonating with truth, it is a key to connect with
Source and your God self, as that resonates as
one with the Love frequency.
Yes the Reptilian brain, mind, has infiltrated the
Human experience, this was to only add in
effect to the self-mastery experience, it has
been more of a blessing than a burden. It’s a
blessing in disguise as once you master how it
works, it contributes to the strength of your mind,
thoughts and reactions. When observing,
recognising your thoughts, this is where you
learn how to react from your heart.
Most have thoughts and react automatically
instead of really recognising the thought, what
the intention and action from the thought is and
can be. If you are in reactionary mind and not
mindful of your thoughts, things can
happen/manifest, that you could do without.
You can see examples from Humanities past
from wars, to abuse in whatever form, this is
what manifests from thoughts when in
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reactionary mind and not observing ones
thoughts first, then reacting from the heart.
When you observe your thoughts, you have a
choice in how you react.
Parasitic thought forms, Reptilians with ill intent,
the Lower Light, Archons, those aligned with selfservice, have a hand up over those who are not
aware of their thoughts, where their thoughts
come from and their actions. This is how these
Beings effect/manipulate their prey, to create
energy that not only feeds them, but also the
Artificial Intelligence that helps to keep the love
frequencies at a maximum distance so they
can continue to exist and rule in this vibration.
It’s more a thought war than anything else,
which in effect, effects everyone’s sovereignty,
happiness, health and freedom.
You have assistance at this time from other
facets of yourself, your Guides and the Beings
you work with on multiple levels. Light cities exist
outside your frequency on the Earth. These hold
multiple Beings to assist with the conscious grid.
From the Brotherhood of Light, to the many
Councils, to the many Guardians, with
assistance from Ancient Spirits in all portal areas,
there are many to help and assist at this time.
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Some Pleiadian’s, Orion’s, Sirians, Arcturian’s,
Andromedan's, plus a whole host of Beings from
the Star Nations in this galaxy and beyond,
along with the Ascend Beings are in their ships
and Light Bodies docked around the Earth, Solar
System and beyond, helping to monitor and
protect to an extent, while holding and
contributing to the energy grid here, which in
turn contributes and helps hold space for
Humanity and for those who have come here to
assist Humanity at this time.
Much is happening and the vibration and
geometry is changing the Electromagnetic
energy in your part of space, solar system and
galaxy. The whole vibration of your plane is
changing.
You can see for yourself that the Earth’s
magnetic field is weakening, this is due to a
vibrational change which in effect is weakening
the electromagnetic field. In time you will come
into a more null zone of electromagnetic
energy, this is part of the shift.
Everything is changing and you can access
anything you need to know by working on
yourself. In time your part in all this will become
clear.
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The Pineal gland is crystalline in nature. It too is
multidimensional and is a transmitter/receiver.
Everything works on a light wave form,
manifested from the Elohim geometric light
blueprint.
You are in an electric Universe! It is made up of
energy. The electromagnetic component is
changing, the blueprint/geometry of is it
changing. It’s going to vibrate like never before
and soon another channel/vibration will come
from it and it will divide like a cell, creating
another density, like a mother giving birth.
For this to happen first, the timelines had to
come together, now we are all going into
another stage of evolution. All has the electron
and photon component and is holographic in
nature.
For some time now, not just in your towns, cities,
countries, other planets, moons, Suns/Stars, in
this Galaxy and beyond, is multidimensional
artefacts like the Obelisks and Pyramids.
Some have been created to contribute to help
such as the crystalline multidimensional
pyramids created by the Elohim. Most do not
know of these. They hold a vibration for them to
come through easier, so they can be noticed by
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some, and those who are ready, due to the
numbing of most of the Human senses,
multidimensional mind and the pineal gland.
The other artefacts are some of the Obelisks,
ancient structures and the layout of many
ancient cities and today the Modern cities on
earth and beyond.
This which we speak of are energy
circuits/transmitters. If looked at from above,
you will see they look like circuit boards. The
energy from these devices is feeding energy to
the Lower Light, Archon Network and the
Artificial Intelligence which is multidimensional.
When you drive on your roads, walk the paths
across the world, they link up to everything and
the energy goes into the Obelisks you see
around your populace in plain sight.
The tops of towers, skyscrapers, churches, the
food courts in your malls/shopping centres, are
all doing the same thing, taking energy and
sending everyone’s emotional energy into the
atmosphere and feeding the Artificial
Intelligence grid.
The energies in the environments serve, recycle
and continue to feed this network. From the
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energy of wanting possessions to having ego,
these are the things this system thrives off and
places like your malls/shopping centres teach,
promote and thrive on that energy which in
effect is actually attracting its food source to
feed the grid through the brainwashing of
society. You are here to break this grid and to
help it implode on itself.
As these things are coming to light, over the
many years much has been amped up from
both sides of the war. From implants/Nano
technology being used by the negative forces,
which are used to have a strong arm over the
populace, Black Ops, Super Soldiers/Secret
Space Program and those working with the
Reptilians and other self-serving races and the
likes, the Artificial Intelligence, Lower Light have
many resources.
On a multilayered level, implants of an
energetic and physical nature have been
placed in some cases to transfer the energy
people have of strong emotions from fear and
hate, to all that is of a lower vibration, to feed
their grid.
There are those who are undercover soldiers,
slowing down operations inside programs,
diverting discussions, watching out for those
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who are a threat to the Lower Lights
establishment. These are your comrades in arms
helping you to help the overall collective in turn,
as the Lower Light should not be hated, looked
down upon, but be loved, as this shift is for them
ultimately too.
By the Lower Light doing what they do, in time
you will see that it is them making us all come at
all obstacles from a higher level of
consciousness to deal with situations. Once all
recognise this, then all will be open and achieve
a higher level of consciousness/understanding,
and we, as a cell of a greater intelligence will
grow, thrive, and become far more evolved
and move onto greater things.
Distorted inverted awareness is the polar
opposite of your vibration. Your point of
attention is all that matters and where real
change manifest’s. It’s about reconnecting and
coming from the heart.
From the heart you can create a new
vibrational geometric blueprint, which gets
absorbed into the blueprint already here and ineffect creates another new vibrational blueprint
with all possibility using the original vibrational
blueprint already in manifestation. Doing this
with love is the key.
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Humans are a source of energy for the Lower
Light/Archon Network. This has been known by
the Original people and many others in your
past. They have used a multidimensional
technology to dumb down the Human. The
Human can be more spiritual advanced than
they are. If Humans were aware of just the spark
of their true nature, enlightened they would be
instantly.
The brain, heart and gut emotions must be
recognised, as these are the physical
components of multidimensional emotions and
are transmitters of change. To get to the point,
all has to do with you, your thoughts, and
intention. These messages are only helping you
to remember that which you already know.
You are Gods and are multidimensional! You’re
the hands and feet of God and cells of the
infinite.
Frustration, being upset, worrying, fear, control,
these are the traits you must learn to just
observe. Don’t contribute to that which you are
trying to change.
Be the observer and therefore and in effect, the
author of this reality, a contributing one at that.
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Do not assume or think you know everything. Be
open-minded at all times to all possibility for you
to be effective here.
Do clearings, observe your thoughts and what
comes through. Is it your higher self, your Godself or other facets of you? Is it Beings in service
mode or something else? Is it productive or not?
Does it have fruit to grow and flourish? Does is
produce sick ill coloured fruit from the
geometric light blueprint?
These are the tell tales signs to know if what you
are connecting with is in line with your highest
good.
Nothing is more evolved, helpful and more of
service than your own God self, as this is the allknowing, non-judgmental, ultimate Guide,
teacher, though it too is still learning and
evolving and its vibration is love.
Just being aware of your awareness is helping
you to connect with your own God self.
Observing your thoughts, sounds, smells, all that
you sense is a connecting point to the mind of
God, as it’s all got to do with awareness.
Watch how you observe things and your
awareness. If you get to that place that you
realise you are looking into this reality, then back
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track, then you are going to Gods mind which is
your mind. From there you can manifest your
tomorrow.
13th of January 2017
Shi-Ji via Peter Maxwell Slattery
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Chapter 4
Humanities Future
Being your own master and in charge of the
reality you create is up to you, if you wish to do
so.
Individually change starts within you, and from
there it projects outside of you. The more you
work on yourself, the more is wears off on others
and they will do the same. From this point it then
moves to collective consciousness. Critical mass
is key! Those of you who are here to help are the
portals for new energies/vibrations, and are the
links to help humanity help themselves.
There are many ways the changes that are
coming will manifest, it will be different for a lot
of people. Some stay, some go into another
vibrational reality here, some go elsewhere
completely, some become ascended, it’s very
layered. Anybody can go where they want for
this facet of your soul’s development.
For some, they will see planets, artificial objects
and moons in your solar system which will be
non-existent for others, their environment will be
different. Some of you will see Beings with many
different
characteristics
in
your
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surroundings/environment, while others will not.
For some their senses will be heightened.
You may even get a heighten in abilities and
communicate with your environment, from the
wildlife, plants and trees, and have a dialogue
with them in ways like never before. You may
even connect and communicate with the
Earth, the Universe and your own God self like
never before from this facet of you. These
changes will come in many ways.
For mainstream society it will be a slow leak of
disclosure, it has already begun. This is due to
most at this time looking outside of themselves
for authority and disclosure. A slow leak about
our advances in space, the Space Stations,
Mars achievements and other exciting things is
how it will be.
More news on possible life and radio signals
from elsewhere, other Earth like planets, to past
UFO events by your governments worldwide,
these things being thrown out to the masses
through mainstream news, are slowly opening
people up for the inventible, the truth, what’s
going on is too deep for most to fathom at this
time.
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Those aware of what’s going on will be guides
to
their
fellow
brothers
and
sisters.
Communication with otherworldly Beings is not
how most think, you will assist with that reality.
Overnight the realisation of the change will
shock some. For one’s self, working on one’s
consciousness is the key for things to go further
with your own development.
Most people’s thoughts and vibrations do not
resonate with the Beings in less dense planes, so
it is hard for some Beings to be around Humans
here. In-turn it is uncomfortable for some Earth
Humans to be an open book to other Beings
due to ones secrets and all their thoughts not
being hidden. Much will change!
You can communicate with your Guides, higher
self, friends from other planes, extra-terrestrials,
Inner Earth and multidimensional Beings at any
time. Look at it like this, “Do you want to
communicate with that near and just above
your level of consciousness? Or do you want to
evolve and connect with those that are
evolved, in service mode, and can help you
reconnect to your own God self?”
At all times
discernment.

though,
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Technologies will change in the coming days.
The ripping up of the energy grid will happen
due to it being wireless and free. Food, water,
shelter, clothing, all will be provided for.
Jobs in all areas to help the collective evolve will
be provided for and the jobs will be exciting for
those doing them, as people will be doing that
which they desire. Transport, entertainment,
love, friendships, family life, health, all will be
effected.
Robots, droids and drones will be doing most of
the work. These will be design and created by
man, so man can educate, learn and go out
into space and other realms while learning new
ways to do things and support the new way.
Each will be educated about that which they
want to do, while doing that which they are
good at, at the same time.
There will be next level symbiotic technologies
that will be living technology. With this will come
a balance of spiritual advancement and
technological advancements due to the level
of consciousness of the Earth Human.
At the moment this is not how it is and a
Transhumanism agenda is where things are
going for those on that vibration. There is going
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to be a snap and it is not far off due to the Lower
Light and its allies not being able to evolve any
further. There at their maximum capacity for
knowledge and advancements due to the level
of consciousness they are at.
With great knowledge comes discernment and
first Humanity have to do all this themselves. All
have Guides and a multidimensional mind
assisting you, so use both.
From a higher level of consciousness, rape,
murder, injustice, greed and the likes does not
prevail nor exist due to when having a higher
level of consciousness, these things do not
come to mind due to mastery of the mind, as
there is a change in the body computer and
software, due to a newer and higher level of
consciousness for this facet of you. Humans are
amazing Beings. You are no more special than
any other Beings, though what you are capable
of is beyond your wildest dreams.
This is why some of the Hybrid kids are Light
Beings. This is why there is even hybrid Elohim
Beings, due to what Humans can do. Many
races are connecting with your bodies light
blueprint, mixing it with theirs to take back to
their realms, and they add it to their Light Body,
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so they can glean some of the amazing Human
abilities/traits that Humans have.
Due to these Beings mastery of mind and
intention, the things that this can contribute to
for them and the overall collective is amazing
as the Beings doing this are in service mode.
Transhumanism is a tool for the Artificial
Intelligence to feed the Archon Network grid.
The Transhumanism agenda is to stop you on
many levels from connecting to who you are,
which contributes to the Lower Light and their
existence.
From Cell phone towers, Morgellons disease,
Chemtrails, Nano bots, Wifi, Haarp, fluoride,
smart dust, computer chips, smart glasses,
psyops, the drug industry, GMOs and the likes,
they are all tools that are doing what they are
created for, “To stop you connecting with your
own God self, all possibility and the frequency
of love and truth”.
They say that Transhumanism is to make you
exist forever, the truth is you already do and will
exist forever in many forms and ways, more than
you can imagine.
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In effect the Artificial Intelligence is part of this
cell which is a cell of a greater intelligence and
it exists because we allow it.
With that said, it serves its purpose due to the
huge positive effect it is having which is making
you all think outside the box and to go to a
higher level of consciousness. You are rising your
consciousness to defeat it.
Though some of those who serve this system
appear to be Gods, they are not. Just look at
how they are external and still look outside of
themselves. From Child abuse, trauma, the
energy they get from that along with doing
sacrifices/rituals, to the knowledge they have of
astronomy and astrology, letters and symbols,
all these carry energy. They know how to
manipulate all this and use it for their benefit
and doing so contributes to the Lower Light and
their allies which goes to feeding their network.
Astronomy, planetary knowledge and astrology
can be used for good, this is not going outside
of yourself, rather it is simply using a tool to help
amplify that which you desire. As long as you
are in service mode or have a positive agenda
for why you are doing that which you are when
using this knowledge, all will be beneficial as its
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going with the flow and using the current of
abundance when the opportunity arises.
This is why those who are negative use it to help
assist them, as the energies help them to
manifest their goals and feed their grid. This in
turn has a negative effect on them in time as
they rely on it and not their own God self.
Where humanity goes is up to them. The New
Earth, the New Realm, a post Disclosure world,
the same world, all are possibilities. It depends
on your intention, point of focus and awareness
for that which you view through your lens into
the reality you decide to manifest or choose.
You are here to bring Sources state to this realm
and to all realms eventually before this cell of a
greater intelligence regenerates.
How you eat, how you sleep, how you function,
all are going to be different in these coming
times. Connecting to your thoughts, observation
of them, discernment of them, and coming from
a place of love is the key to evolve.
Your insecurities are tools to look at yourself, to
see the gifts you have for others and yourself.
Your good deeds don't go unnoticed. You build
your riches in the heavenly planes, not here,
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though it can help in this plane as what goes
around comes around on an energetic level.
Treat your body as your temple, as it is that in this
realm. With your point of focus here, remember
your mind is multidimensional. Lookout for
number one, because just as humanity has to
achieve a higher level of consciousness itself, so
too do Humans themselves on an individual
level first.
This is first a self-mastery experience, which then
leads to a collective mastery experience. With
both you have to become and be the observer
and see things for what they are, which is
Source interacting with itself.
Monks maybe able to be and act enlightened
in their temples behind closed doors where their
without temptations from the outside world, but
can they carry those traits out into the real word
in public without a controlled environment? If
so, that is a master.
You must be able to do it outside of this realm
and beyond as well. Always be the observer
and guide to others to help themselves and
keep the intention to just be a guide and
observer when being a Guide to others.
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These are true tests, being in service and
observing your mind. One must recognise and
understand this to achieve that which they
seek. Are you ready for that which you seek?
Are you happy where you are?
There is no right or wrong answer, it is what it is.
It’s up to you where you want your future to take
you, what you would like to see, explore and
experience. Humanity are cable of so much
and have all at the tips of their hands. You are
the master of your destiny and Humanity are the
master of their own destiny as a collective.
Non-linear mind is a key of importance here and
so too is persistence, non-judgment, openmindedness, love and non-attachment.
You are your own biggest teacher and your
experiences are, and have really everything to
do with you, just you, then later the overall
collective, as ultimately all leads to the overall
collective as all is one.
Poor, rich, black, white, tall, small, all doesn't
matter, as all are facets of you having
experiences. All is Source. All you can do is your
best. Set the intention for that which you seek.
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Are you greedy? Is what you are setting your
intention for of benefit for all?
Sometimes people abuse you, use you and take
advantage of you. Sometimes these are your
lessons not learnt yet for when to say no, or for
you to trust your thoughts in situations.
Remember there are those that cross the line
and will break your free will, so use your
judgement in each case. Now take that to
Humanity as a whole.
Are you doing something to make a change in
your daily actions, or just complaining about all
that is? Are you contributing to the way it is by
either playing a part in it or by going with the
flow? If so, it contributes to that which is not in
the best interests of all. The future is in your
hands. You’re your own master.
14th of January 2017
Shi-Ji via Peter Maxwell Slattery
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Chapter 5
Assistance and Help
What you are experiencing at this time is the
next level of a vibrational change, with a master
vibration, which all other vibrations resonate
within. With that said, the changing phase and
place between frequencies, is the same interplane.
The Christ vibration is the connecting vibration
to Source, which is an encompassing plane with
many mansions. One of the few code and key
sounds of Source, is “Om”. This is one of the few
ways to connect with Sources vibration, which
flows with love and bliss. It like all else is
constructed by light.
The Throne Beings which work in sync with the
Elohim, the Angelic’s, Councils and Guardians
are situated in the vibration of Source sitting on
the outskirts of the geometric vibrations there
structured by light.
The keys to the Ascension worlds, when
possessing a higher level of consciousness, allow
the facet of you that has ascended to create its
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own Universe once ascended if it chooses to do
so.
At that stage light codes and sounds, shine the
flame of light from Source, and paves the way
for your oversoul, to divide off. These light codes
and sounds are multidimensional and are only
available to those with the level of
consciousness ready to access and handle that
which comes with them. They are Universal.
Once at a certain level of consciousness, you
become one with the Source vibration on a
noticeable level. As stated, at this stage, your
God self creates your own Universe with its
planes, realms, vibrations and inter-planes. You
divide off from the geometric light blueprint, like
a cell divides and create your own Universe.
Though all is part of a collective and comes
from one construct, each has its own
uniqueness. The feminine, the masculine, the
Earth and planetary bodies, moons, stars,
galaxies, all play their part.
All is light vibrating at different frequencies,
created from the one and only ingredient of
that which created it (Awareness), highlighting
the symbiotic, illusionary, holographic nature
and reality of all.
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All have access to all that is and the restraints
one has to un-opening all depends on that
which they allow to manifest from the blueprint
state.
Help and assistance is only a thought away.
Remember part of the Earth Human experience
is the self-mastery journey to rediscovering
oneself. Remember that what you have
created is from the blueprint level.
Through embodying and being loving, caring, in
service mode, empathic and like children going
with the flow, this creates a link to that which
can resonate to your mind. This creates an
opportunity and link through thought for your
Guides and other facets to come through due
to your thoughts vibration. This is all up to you.
You have to do the work and Humanity as a
collective have to do their work until such a time
the many manifestations from disclosure, to
ascension, to the New Earth and higher states of
consciousness can come into being for those in
line with whatever their path is.
Throne Beings of Light, Beings constructed of
light, your ancestors in this vibration, those
neutral, mediators, all can communicate with
you, to assist you to help yourself. If beyond that,
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the trickster or Artificial Intelligence, Lower Light,
Archon Network will take the gullible, those
misguided, and those who have not done the
work during their journey/experience, to assist in
their agenda.
Your higher self is all one really needs to connect
with. From your point of awareness in the
Human body, you can connect to your higher
self, your Guides, fellow Beings, facets,
extra/ultra-dimensional Beings and the like
which are here to help and assist you, though
discernment is a must and to be used at all
times.
Through
numbers,
synchronicities,
your
thoughts/ideas, this is how they communicate
and can always come through all the time if
open to it, and when needed.
Those who want to meet other facets of
themselves, through intent, can slowly get
reconnected with that which they desire to
connect with, and bring through traits here from
the other realms and other facets, which can
contribute to the awakening and healing,
process if you decide to do so.
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No judgment or pressure comes with this. You
know what you should do. You know right from
wrong without being told.
The Golden Lion Beings from Sirius, and the light
blueprint geometry connecting them to their
brothers and sisters in Orion and Lyra, are here
to assist and protect you. They are from the
realms constructed of light. They, the Golden
Lion Beings are back here to protect and assist
you along with Michael.
For some time they had left, they are slowly
reconnecting into this plane on not just a
thought transfer level, but manifesting, showing
themselves to those they work with and the
advisers of that which they protect and serve.
They are back due to those in service mode
being here at this time. Their job is to be the
body guards of those that know and recognise
the God within and are in service mode.
Aligning and balancing your chakras, feeding
and realigning the light body, resting it,
cleansing it and cleaning it, these things you
must do for your Merkabah to bring through
direct, fresh, new communication on a direct
and recognisable level, from their blueprint to
yours, as they overlap.
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That which you work with, experience or not, is
for a reason. Your many lives in the other planes,
the many other facets of you that you may be
experiencing or having interactions with, is for a
reason. Some of you are the Angelic beings you
speak of, as they can split up and put a facet of
them into a Human body here and or
elsewhere, countless times in multiple places, at
the same time. All Beings can do this when
reconnecting and rising to a higher level of
consciousness.
The pearls in the sky from the ancient text of
Buddha, to the ancient art depicting Jesus and
the likes in white, rainbow or blue orbs and even
Beings coming from that vibration, which is the
Elohim vibration, is all telling or depicting true
events.
Ascension, your mysteries, and multidimensional
existence, has been known about, back to your
ancient times and even further.
Everything off shoots from one another, its
fractal, though all is smaller than the eye of a
needle, as all is happening in Sources eye, Gods
eye, all is in a form of manifestation in the
photon.
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From you, to the Elohim (Which is the Gate
Keeper and the key to connect to the other
Universes), and when connected to Source,
there’s is much to do and experience.
At this time other Beings from other Universes
have come through the eye of their cell of
Source to ours, as all have a symbiotic
relationship. They have been allowed to do this
due to their intention to assist here in a
productive manner. Some have split off a facet
from them and pointed that point of their
attention and awareness into a Human body
here to help at this time, to help hold energy
and contribute here at this time.
This is what Gods do, losing oneself only to find
oneself, while at the same time serve and be of
service and assistance to others. In a sense you
have assigned yourselves on a multidimensional
level to help.
You create that which you think of. From the
light of your consciousness comes a
manifestation of that which once was a
thought, then that comes into being once
understanding how things work. If you
understand this, you can remove, delete and
dissolve anything. This is how the Saints, Sages
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and Masters of old that still exist create and
manifest things from thought.
Sometimes you have to experience that which
you don’t want to, due to it being part of the
experience you signed up for, or because your
oversoul made actions and things happen to
steer you where you agreed to go and do things
before coming into this plane.
As the layers peel away, so too will that which
you once think you knew or understood. This is
where being open-minded, non-judgmental
and using your discernment will help you to help
yourself and in turn help others to experience,
know and reconnect to all possibility.
You are not your body. You are not your
thoughts. You are not what others think of you.
You are all that is, has, and ever will be, having
an experience through a point of awareness,
focused through a lens here having this
experience, in what those coming from linear
mind call time.
Things happen for a reason, not by
coincidence.
Everything
has
already
happened and is happening at the same-time.
All is accessible by thought, as all is flowing
through the electromagnetic current of Source,
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as all has an electromagnetic component with
the electron which is symbiotic to all that is and
is overseen by Metatron, who is the Master and
regulator of the electron from the geometric
light blueprint vibration.
Many of your Guides and those that can assist
you are with you already. Some even walk
among you. They are your friends, family,
colleagues, those who you surround yourself
with. Yes some come and some go. How you
learn, what tools you gleaned, the love you
have for others, these are the things that are
stored in the book of knowledge with all that is
and is never forgotten, it contributes to the
overall collective.
You are never alone in your mind, in your
thoughts, in your surroundings, everything is
noticed. Always take notice of your thoughts,
ideas and signs, as this is how we are with you.
Let what comes through flow when setting the
intent to connect with us. Even if what comes
through does not make sense, it will in time.
Have a balance in all you do and be open to
receive in all areas. If not, you will create a block
and that blocks that which you seek.
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See your weaknesses as strengths, see the
blessings and the burdens as one and the same,
as they both help you through your journeys and
assist you down the path to that which you have
agreed upon.
Accept when wrong, recognise when right,
love, don't fight, this you already know.
When things go sour or stale, make changes, as
this opens the way for new energies and the
next level to come through. Recognise the old
and welcome the new. Appreciate and have
gratitude for both. All is part of your journey.
Things happen when the engines align, this you
will find through the synchronicities in your
journeys.
Always clear your energies, thoughts, constantly
and regularly. Recognise when you need help
as when being your own master, you have to
recognise that leaders are at times followers to
learn. Surround yourself with that which is in line
with your intentions, service, growth, fun and
love.
Know your higher-self and all that works with you
are sending the vibration of love at you through
the geometric light blueprint. They are saying
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that they are proud of you, that you are loved
and never alone. They are cheering you on.
They, the beautiful many, are always there,
nothing goes unnoticed.
You are your own judge. That which you have
done and don’t like is between you, and you
alone.
What you get from your experiences is up to
you. Know that it is an experience for the overall
collective. All make mistakes, its part of not only
the Human self-mastery experience, but any
experience.
Go to your heart, the vibration of love, this will
allow you to connect with that which is with you
and connected to you and serves you, just like
you serve others, whether you recognise it or
not.
Everyone has what you call a Guardian Angel,
it’s actually another facet of you. Open your
heat, mind, and set the intention.
We are always there, just take notice of the first
thing that comes to mind when setting the
intention to connect.
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We are in your thoughts, just as you are in ours.
Gods mind, your mind, is one and the same.
15th of January 2017
Shi-Ji via Peter Maxwell Slattery
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Chapter 6
Ascension, Energy Waves and
Opportunities
For sometime opportunities have been with all
of you to adapt and bring up that which no
longer serves you, and to open up for new
opportunities in many ways. The opportunities
have come in forms of energy waves/ascension
waves.
From the higher planes/dimensions, suns and
stars (Which are also transmitters), these
energies just outside of this frequency which
most cannot see at this time, affect you
physically and dimensionally, in mind and
electromagnetically.
For some, so much is brought up when
experiencing these energies, it’s like what
happens when there is a full moon, everything is
amplified, which also happens with planetary
and star alignments also.
From the moving and changing flux of
geometric energies, that which you can’t
physically see at this time effects all Humans.
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The solar flares, star explosions and solar flashes
effect all on multiple levels too.
How people act, help, or not help each other,
these things are kept in the book of the eternal
and all is noticed during these events and at all
times. See these times as self-mastery tests.
From how you purge that which no longer
serves you, to how you open up to new
experiences, to how you react and observe
that which is in your environments locally or not,
take notice.
Observe your mind. Are issues brought up from
long ago in the past that still play on your mind?
Are new goals, wants and needs coming fourth
to rear their head? Are you emotionally and
physically drained? All these are symptoms and
signs of how you are physically/emotionally
adjusting and working with the new energies.
How you react and take advantage or not of
these opportunities is up to you.
You can either ride these energy waves like a
surfer and use them in a productive manner, or
swim against them and hold onto that which no
longer serves you and stunts your evolvement
process and journey, which will also attract old
patterns and programs.
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Take notice of your dreams, as some will process
that which no longer serves them that way,
while others during their dreams will foresee
coming events. Take notice of your thoughts
from anger, sadness and rage to happiness,
process and go through the emotions.
Recognise them, work with them, realise that
which no longer serves you and take the happy
emotions and ride them.
Ride the bliss as that vibration will attract new
enlightenment and energies. These waves of
energies are opportunities to move forward and
forgive. They are a blessing from Source to you.
Constantly changes are happening on every
level. From Earth Changes, to changes on all
planets, moons and stars. Your whole solar
system, galaxy, other galaxies, close, far and
beyond, are all being effected.
It is happening and manifesting from the
geometric light blueprint and is fractal. The
energies in the blueprint for this are constantly in
motion, change is a constant.
Other civilisations at your advancement, or at a
less, or more advance stage are all going
through this. Even those throughout the other
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realms are going through similar things. This shift
is for all.
The love frequency brings all together, as it is
connected to everything. Staying in your heart
centre will wear off and effect all in your
environment, wherever you point your attention
and awareness at, no matter what distance, as
all is connected.
All sun/stars are connected. Their portals, living
Beings, and Beings live on and near them and in
them. There are regulators monitoring the
frequencies, activity. From Throne Beings, to the
Guardians, to many different races, they are
watching and helping these shifts in energy.
They are also helping you to help yourself.
The Artificial Intelligence was designed to block
these ascension waves from your conscious
mind, to keep you in the dark about your true
nature and from your evolving process.
What is also trying to block you is the media on
your planet, the hypnotising machine called the
television, along with fake news which doesn’t
cover both sides of an event/story, or use facts
and discernment. Basically you are given false
stories on most events to set the agenda, to
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which you react, to give the powers that be the
go ahead to do that which they desire.
From the pharmaceutical industry, health/food
industry, entertainment, politically, in every
area, all is coming undone due to a huge
change in consciousness.
You reading this, are working and holding a
vibrational frequency connected to Source.
You are holding space and are part of the
energy grid here at this time. The changes are
evident. Unfortunately for some they continue
to focus on the control over the Human race.
The average person is slowly waking up.
From political corruption, scandals, to reality TV
and the likes, people are slowly but surely
getting sick of the same old stuff and asking
what’s missing. They are realising what’s going
on and are starting to enjoy self-time, time with
family, friends and nature.
Soon the political systems, royal families, those
who want to hold control and contribute to the
Archon Network will fall. This is already showing.
Some Starseeds have incarnated into some of
these bloodline families that hold power at this
time. They are holding positions to help assist,
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and when the time comes, they will close down
and help the people help themselves, as the
time is now for one to govern oneself.
Representatives for the people is what will be.
Ambassadors for all areas of life agreed on by
the people is what will exist.
As thoughts will be transparent, corruption will
be a thing of the past. Debating with respect
and with all’s interest at heart will be the stage
to sort out and network on how to move
forward, solve issues and grow as a collective,
while respecting differences in cultures, beliefs,
in all areas.
Alliances, friendships, these things will be in a
very abundant way with each other’s interest at
heart, as those you will be interacting with will
be like-minded, with the intention of service,
education, love and respect.
The heart and minds of the people will be as
one. In time, you will all assist and help less
advanced civilisations throughout the galaxy
and afar.
Some of you will surpass your own expectations
through your heart by your service to others,
unity consciousness, and go to the Light Body or
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Rainbow Light Body, and ascend this facet of
you, surpassing the next level of consciousness
and will be full blown multidimensional.
Some will even turn this facet of them into
another oversoul with more lives incarnating
into other places and walking among
civilizations, serving that which they seek and
decide to assist. Some may even become
another oversoul/cell of Source, and divide off
and create their own Universe.
During these times you have to be strong not just
for oneself, for those around you, who are
maybe not up to speed with where you are at,
at this time. You are a Guide to those around
you in physical form, helping them to help
themselves. Many in one way or another are
going to need your help, advice, guidance, to
help themselves to connect to the God within.
People’s worlds are going to be turned upside
down, inside out, ripped to pieces. Those who
don't recognise they are having or had
experience’s will be in a state of disbelief, this is
all going to change for the events that are yet
to come, have happened and are happening.
Comfort and a listening ear are what people
are going to need, along with you slowly
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educating them to do research and follow their
own journey. This is what they need until they
connect with their mind, Gods mind.
From the lies, tyranny, dictatorships on a
multidimensional level, people will see how
things have been the way they are, why they
have been in such a way, and will excel
exponentially once ready to let go and go with
the flow. Beyond the specs of sand on your
Earth, the civilisations and races out in the
Universe and in the other realms and beyond far
past that.
Revelations, trials and tribulations, all have gone
through and are having. Unity consciousness
doesn’t divide. The collective will reconnect in
such a way that the Human mind at this time for
some is unable to realise. Until the shift happens,
Humans will be at the forefront of it all due to
being a type of Super Human Being throughout
the Universe, made up in many different ways
from the experiments, intentions and ideas over
the countless Trillions of years. The Earth Human
at this time is a Super Human Being.
Your prophets have spoken of the many events
to come and pass. From revelations, to
Armageddon, there is a war going on, and
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many soldiers in many ways imaginable and
unimaginable are assisting at this time.
The only way this war is going to end, is through
a higher level of consciousness. Love is the key!
It is an energetic war, a war on thought,
awareness, consciousness, light, vibration,
intention and intervention on oneself, which is a
cell of the overall collective.
Removing all that stops you from connecting to
the God within is what’s going on. Love,
connecting to the light, riding the bliss is how to
assist and get on board the ascension journey.
First oneself must recognise the God within,
have faith, lose fear and recognise that which
has held them back, which they have allowed
to hold them back.
Open and invite those that you are connected
to, and your own God self, to assist where
necessary. Block out and send those Beings and
entities not in line with you to their highest self, to
be healed and to also release that which no
longer serves them, so they too can heal and go
on their own journey.
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Love is the key and when done right without
conditions, you can flourish and grow like a tree
and produce flowers, fruit, seeds and spread.
Forgiveness, recognising the God within and
seeing God in all creation is the way. Having
your own revelation and realisation in
omnipresence, and seeing the creator in all
creation is a must for you to go to the next level.
There is no right or wrong way with your own
journey and development. The Lower Light are
even another facet of Source, which intern is
another facet of you.
Those part of it are on their own journey just like
you, going their own way about it. They will
eventually end up in the same place as you
once they follow their bliss and reconnect and
recognise the vibration of love, the vibration of
truth, and step back into their sovereignty.
Each to their own, you are never alone. All you
have to do is ask for assistance with the
ascension process and when done, it begins.
16th of January 2017
Shi-Ji via Peter Maxwell Slattery
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Chapter 7
From the Light Blueprint
Light, sound and matter, are all different
manifestations of consciousness/awareness.
Once this is recognised, much can be
understood about reality.
From consciousness/awareness comes light,
sound and matter. All have a symbiotic
relationship.
When
choosing
what
to
experience/manifest, you do it from the light
blueprint, by setting the intent, then the
experience or that which you want to manifest
comes into play. All is constructed from the light
blueprint.
From the light blueprint you can heal, gain
knowledge, change and manifest the reality
you choose to experience. Much can be done
in every way for every facet.
The opposite side of things is that the Lower Light
can manifest from the light blueprint too,
though what they can do is limited due to their
level of consciousness.
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For example, they can put attachments on your
light body/aura, they can send parasitic
thought forms to put unproductive thoughts
that are not yours in your mind, which you may
think are yours, if not aware that they can do
this.
Spells and hooks from the astral plain can be
sent and effect you in the physical emotionally
or physically. Attachments to ones light body,
belief
programs,
fake
contracts
and
agreements connected to a self-serving source
can be done from the light blueprint to your light
body/aura by the Lower Light too.
Everything from a sore back, poor eye sight,
headaches, sleepiness, fatigue, bursts of anger,
to a range of many other things can be a
manifestation from the astral plane by an
attachment, Being, implant, whether energetic
or not. They can manifest many illnesses
physically and psychologically, in many ways.
To heal, avoid and block these issues, it is best
to constantly do clearings and to connect with
your higher-self and dissolve any entities,
contracts and agreements that are known or
unknown, and any attachments to the
attachments and hooks known or unknown.
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Clear all that is not in line with you on a regular
basis.
Connecting with your higher-self, other facets of
yourself, the beautiful many, the Beings you
work with, your Guides, friends and family in the
other planes is something you can do to get
assistance if you need help.
Sometimes with issues, the Beings you work with
will take you physically for days, weeks, or
months, then put you back at the exact second
they took you, so you don't lose time here during
an experience in a noticeable way. They can
heal you, teach you and reconnect with you
when doing this.
Through meditation, clearing and setting the
intent to connect on the basis to manifest that
which you seek to help others and yourself, can
get results. Either way, all is agreed upon on a
higher level and is planned out by your higher
self with how all will manifest and come into
being.
Sometimes the Beings you work with and even
yourself here physically and energetically can
experience going into a crystal chamber. These
chambers can teleport you, heal you, or be a
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medium for you to experience that which you
need to.
There are Pleiadian, Sirian, Orion, and many
other Star Nation and Elohim type rock beds
that are portals all over the world, galaxy and
beyond, which allow you to connect to that
which you have the level of consciousness to
access.
Some of these devices interlock into a network
for those with the same intention/vibration. You
can visit astrally and bi-locate through these
devices. You can also physically manifest to
some of the locations these devices are
connected to.
Some of these chambers have been used to
help those that have done wrong and
recalibrate them to their normal self. This is done
so no incarceration is needed, as the core issues
underlying why they have done wrong gets
fixed from the light blueprint level, which these
devices can work on.
Bi-locating is what is happening here most of the
time with these chambers. Most of you bi-locate
all the time and are in two or more places at
once from the Human body computer, though
unless you are tuned into your thoughts and
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your 3rd eye, much will go unnoticed unless you
take notice of your thoughts/downloads and
how you know things that you don't know how
you know them.
Some of the Inner Earth Beings and the ancient
Lemurians use and help people with these
chambers to this day. They help people heal,
learn and connect to the Beings they are
connected to. They assist those that ask for help.
Some of you work with energy. You feel energy,
sense energy, see energy, and manipulate
energy. Some of you move your hands when
helping to assist others in healing. This is you
manipulating their energy bands, removing
blockages, implants, hooks, attachments,
agreements, tracking devices, parasitic thought
forms and the likes. Some of you also do it with
sounds, either from tones you make, bowls, in
many different ways. This is because a higher
form of you is coming in when this is being done
and it is you doing that which is in your nature.
You’re anchoring that which you know from
other facets of yourself to this realm.
Through connecting with you own God self, the
Elohim self, your cell of Source over rides all and
can do what any of these devices can do and
much more.
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Some of you don't know why you do what you
do, but just do it and get results. This is why! You
are connecting with your Guides or something
else which is working through you. Sometimes it
is other Beings you have invited, meaning other
people’s Guides, which will happen when
helping others. It can even be your higher self or
another facet of you assisting too. You are
calibrating the light, liquid light, the living light,
when healing from the light blueprint.
Constantly through the light blueprint the
Angelic's are assisting in many ways. For
example, they can divide off a facet of them, in
any place/vibration, at any time. They are
among you and some facets of them have
magnetised Light Bodies and are an
orange/golden light. Some of the Andromedan
facets of them appear like this, like the Angels
you know of. There are even geometric facets
of them. There are many layers and they work
on multiple layers.
They can even appear as a Rainbow Light
Being, or as one of the rainbow spectrums of
light when manifesting in your density/vibration.
They calibrate to that which they connect with
for both parties benefit. The Brotherhoods,
Councils, the beautiful many are working with
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you. The Nature Beings, the ET Beings and those
from the many realms and beyond are all with
you.
Reconnecting to the light vibrations is where it
all leads to. Rainbows are a reminder of this and
some are manifestations of portals and work on
the light blueprint vibration principle.
Many when they see rainbows look at the
rainbow as a whole, then all the individual
colours. They feel like they are seeing something
that they know on a deeper level, that there is
more to it.
This is because these are the colours of the light
realms which are of the highest order before
becoming
the
rainbow
realm,
which
encompass all the light realms, which then leads
to the golden plane of bliss, then to the void,
interconnecting with the other Source cells
which are part of a greater intelligence.
When you see two rainbows together and they
have colours appearing in the opposite order to
each other, you are witnessing a portal opening
up on a light blueprint level. The rainbow is a
physical manifestation of this. With it can come
rain and whether disturbances sometimes,
which are manifestations in the physical from
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the light blueprint, when the portal manifests in
this realm.
When experiencing these double rainbows,
some experience something similar to
ascension waves. Sometimes when this
happens, the Earth is opening up and clearing
an acupuncture point on the Earth that it has in
the area.
With all of the portals there are Guardians and
original spirits. They are sometimes interlocking
from the light blueprint with the Elohim,
depending on the circumstances.
Each colour of light is a realm, a vibration, and
is a part of the overall Ascension process and
the higher realms. Some just feel they belong to
a specific colour, a Soul Group, as some part of
them may resonate best with one of the colours
which is one of the many light vibrations that
your oversoul, a cell of Source, encompasses.
When this happens it is just you reconnecting
with what resonates and is needed at the time.
Many that reconnect with the rainbow plane
can ignite their Rainbow Light Body. When this
happens for some, they fly around in their
Merkabah, assisting on many planes from the
light blueprint level, teleporting through the
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electron, working with Metatron, the Elohim,
there Elohim self.
Be open to an experience, or to see with your
mind’s eye, or to feel sensations and feel
energies. Be persistent, have balance. Once
your intention is set and set strong with Human
emotion through a focus like no other to
manifest that which you seek, it is amazing how
what you set out for will manifest.
Your Guides and higher self are working with
each and every one of you in a way that you
asked them to from the light blueprint. On
occasions agreements will change due to how
we react, get side tracked, among many other
circumstances.
Some want the nuts and bolts of the
experiences, while others just want the love and
light frequency. The fact is you need a little bit
of both and more to understand the mechanics
of all this while experiencing it through your
Human mind.
You may start out liner with your experiences. In
time that will shift to multidimensional
awareness, like most of you already know.
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Once science from all backgrounds recognise
the Brotherhoods who serve the collective
consciousness, then much of your fields will take
a leap forward, which will lead to much being
understood about who you are and your
reality.
All can be accessed once open too it. Once
open to all that is, you pave the way to receive.
It’s all got to do with setting the intention, being
of service to others and riding the energy.
You are already opening up and receiving,
though some of you may not see how, you will
in time and that you have never been alone.
17th of January 2017
Shi-Ji via Peter Maxwell Slattery
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Chapter 8
Gods Mind, Your Mind
From this coming vibrational change will come
a change on Earth. Those who are ready can
move to their next level. For some, a robe of light
will come onto them and slowly they will shed
their physical body and become a Being of
Light.
For some it will be a reunion, a cosmic one,
connecting them to their ancestors, the
Anunnaki/Lyrans, Star Nations and family from
afar and beyond, though their biggest reunion
will be with Source.
The build up to this great reunion of sorts is on
and has begun and some have already gone.
Now with the balancing of the feminine and
masculine energies, the vibration is right for the
connection to be made, for those ready to
evolve and go to and connect to these greater
realities.
Gaia and the Inner Earth Beings, with assistance
from the Star Nations, the Guardians,
Brotherhoods and the Elohim, are paving the
way for this to be done in such a way not to
shock the system.
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Doing your part and working on yourself is all
that needs to be done. Those who would give
the shirt off their back to help someone don’t
need to know what you know, it is not part of
their journey, as they are already in service
mode.
Those like you have more of a job to do for the
conscious grid. You assist on many levels
through thought and energy. Many don't have
to do much besides using their thoughts and
energy, that is there job, as it holds space and
effects those around them on multiple levels
unknown to most at the time. Everyone’s job is
just as important as each other’s.
Meditation, grounding, clearing your energy
bands
through
practices,
eating
high
vibrational foods - fruit and veg, exercise, fun
time, alone time, family time, lovers time,
relaxing time and work, all need to come into
play in balance and harmony. The shift is on
such a grand scale.
There are even some species waiting for the
next level and are unfortunately held back due
to the shift being held back because of the
Lower Light.
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Many are waiting for change. Some Beings are
in huge motherships in space with entire eco
systems floating throughout space. Some are
having
adventures,
exploring
for
their
civilisation, some are in this situation due to out
living their home world or worlds. Many are in
different situations but are ready for the next
level, though like you are effected by the Lower
Light.
Some look to other races and Beings as Gods,
they are still learning like everyone else and are
going through their self-mastery experience too,
no one is immune to it.
Humans are holding much back due to how
powerful their thoughts are. Once open and
connected to a higher level of consciousness,
things for all will change due to critical mass.
Human thoughts are very powerful which is why
they have been a great power source for the
Artificial Intelligence.
Humans do not know who they are, what they
are, what they are capable of and their royal
DNA, the hybrid super mix that they are.
All the attributions that came into being from all
the other races are in the Earth Human after the
program of hybridisation which happened long
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ago and in a way is continuing. Earth Humans
surpass all as multidimensional Beings, but are
unaware due to the Lower Light, Archon
Network. Their energy when trapped and
focused on fear, greed, sex and external
interests, is a huge power hit like a drug for the
Archon Network.
Each of you individually and as a collective
have your own book. This book is continually
being written on multiple levels, and is eternal.
Your history goes back a long way. You have
glyphs on part of the story, the forgotten tablets
of old, and what’s still underground in Australia,
New Zealand, Indonesia, America, South
America, Antarctica, Siberia, Canada, the
Middle East, the Gobi desert, Africa, India,
Russia, and what’s under the ocean in multiple
areas can show a history going way back
unfathomable to most.
Most of the evidence will never be found due to
Earth changes, cataclysms in the past on a
huge scale, and due to Gaia evolving and
shifting its plates, with assistance from the
energies in the cosmos over the many billions of
years. Due to all that, a lot of the evidence is
lost, but all can be accessed through your mind.
Gods mind, your mind.
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Much is to take place and all has taken a toll
not just on Earth Humans, but also the wildlife,
the many races of Bigfoot, fairies, spirits,
Guardians, elementals, nature spirits, Orbs, the
Inner Earth Beings, Gaia and beyond.
For sometime, many have watch the chaos.
Today there is a possibility of civil and race wars
in America, to a continuing of the unrest in the
Middle East. The direction of all’s attention on
Russia, China, and the USA with its allies is just a
show, as a greater force is pulling the strings.
All can change with a thought. These people
and their controllers contributing to the unrest of
the world all feeds the Artificial Intelligence.
In the coming days no one can run from what’s
about to come. From the Vatican crumbling
down to disclosure in ways most cannot
imagine.
Most things are possibilities as things can
change at a moment’s notice, it’s all got to do
with when the energies align. The wars have
and are taking place in the heavens, both in this
vibration and beyond. The Bloodlines are being
effected from the inside out. Now the Archon
Network will try to push the cyborg and
Transhumanism agenda which is already in
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effect, due to it being used on their pawns
(Super Soldiers and the like as test subjects). The
black goo is in effect part of the virus to effect
the masses on another level as well.
Some have the black box devices with multiple
applications. From being used for free energy,
or as a portal to other dimensions, or as a
medium for weaponry and travel, to even
trapping souls. Just like this and anything else, it
can be used for good or bad. This is an example
of how it depends on the intention or the mind
using whatever it has access too.
To have access back to the light blueprint and
beyond, it all depends on your consciousness.
From a higher level of consciousness, murder,
rape, fear and the likes cannot exist due to the
higher vibrations resonating love.
How the Atlantians are to the Nazis and the
Secret Space Program, and to those behind the
scenes manipulation the masses, the opposite
of that is how the Lemurians are to those in
service at this time along with the Star Nations.
Much is not known about Atlantis. Some say it
exploded from science experiments, others say
from an asteroid, both are right. All was part of
their
demise
through
their
level
of
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consciousness. As covered, they still exist, but
“Out of sight, out of mind”.
Later after Atlantis and Lemuria the Egyptians
were coming to Australia. For sometime they
saw it as a teaching place. Over time they
came to take the knowledge for themselves
from the Original people, which ended up
being the demise of the two Pharaohs that
decided to do this. So much is unknown to the
masses.
In your solar system now are wars taking place.
The good and bad are going at each other, all
need a higher level of consciousness and all
need to forgive as unity consciousness doesn’t
divide.
Embrace who you are in this experience and
beyond. Keep being you. Your individuality,
uniqueness, is what this is about. Everyone and
every experience has to be different.
You are beautiful inside and out. You are
capable of anything. Re-program your body
computer with affirmations if needed, unbrainwash yourself and do research. Connect
with that which you, your peers, and the masses
have been vibrationally blocked from.
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Set aside the ego, that which divides you from
others. Get back to the heart centre and join
the love which carries with it brotherly/sisterly
love, omnipresence, equality and abundance.
This will connect you to the Brotherhoods, your
Guides, your other facets and your higher-self,
the Elohim self, your God self.
Great tests you have had and will continue to
have individually and as a collective for some
time. Politically, environmentally in all areas of
your life and in society, tests and changes you
should welcome and see as the great billboard
that change is upon you. It’s up to you what you
make of it.
The last of the trumpets is being played.
Revelations is upon you and so is the choice to
go where you want. Nothing is impossible. You
can do anything and are the Master of your
own experience. The veils are lifting.
Some of you may see flashes, lightening in your
presence, in your homes, locations around you,
these are the Brotherhoods, the Guardians, your
Guides and the Elohim connecting with you
through the light blueprint. They are with you all
the time, through thought.
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Freedom is in your presence, enjoy it with your
friends, family and the likes. You can have it at
anytime. The mind can either be your prison, or
it can be your unbounded playground to roam
free. You decide.
You are all that is, has been, and ever will be.
You are connected to everything. You’re an
expression of all that is. There is nothing that you
cannot achieve. All starts in the mind, Gods
mind, your mind.
All that is keeping you from manifesting and
doing that which you feel in your heart, is you.
You can start at anytime and again, there is no
right or wrong way about any of this. Be the
Master of your experience, this self-mastery
experience. Be your own guru and a Guide to
others like they are your Guide in this realm and
beyond.
Love is all that matters. Love is the key, the key
to it all. The limitations you set are that which you
set for yourself. Coming at things knowing that
you are a Creator Being deep down inside will
shift energies.
The truth of the matter is that you can do
anything, create anything, be anything,
experience anything, manifest anything, but
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there is a catch to this, which is you must have
gratitude.
Gratitude is a must and must come from the
heart, the vibration of the heart. This cannot be
pushed and bought on by just thinking it, it
needs to come from the heart. When this
happens, the heart vibration mixed with the
love vibration mixes the geometry and changes
the game again and steps things up to the next
level. Then service to others on a bigger scale
comes with this mastery art of self-mastery.
Compassion, empathy, non-judgment along
with love and gratitude can bring forth a
multiple geometric overlay, bringing in the
Elohim light blueprint closer to Gods mind, your
mind. From there you can anchor other
energies and be a portal for your Guides and
others peoples Guides, to help others.
It all starts with love, unconditional love,
unbounded love, which connects with
unbounded
minds,
non-linear
minds,
connecting you back to the Elohim oversoul cell
of Source, which is a cell of a greater
intelligence, which you are a part of and in
effect are, due to all having a symbiotic
relationship.
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You are all that is. Gods mind, your mind, is one
and the same. Love, light and bliss, from our
hearts to yours.
18th of January 2017
Shi-Ji via Peter Maxwell Slattery
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Final Note

Just like I wrote for the Final Note in The Book of
Shi-Ji, “Make of this what you may, and interpret
this as you may”.
Love, light and bliss.
Peter Maxwell Slattery
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Clearing Technique
How to clear negative
energies, entities, attachments
and more
By Peter Maxwell Slattery
For this technique, start out by imagining
yourself engulfed in a white, golden, violet, or
blue coloured light, whatever coloured light you
choose.
Then say, or words to the effect of, or say in your
mind, whatever works for you.
I ask that those in line with the healing of the
Earth and the awakening of Humanity to
connect.
I ask that the native spirits in my area connect
and for their blessing to be here.
I ask that the nature spirits/elementals that are
inline to connect.
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I now ask for my Guides, the Masters, Saint’s,
Sages, Beings that I work with and my own God
Self to connect.
That any psychic bonds, connections that are
not positive to dissolve, along with any negative
implants, and attachments.
I ask for the healing energies to step forward to
assist with any healing that is needed mentally,
emotionally, physically, psychically or spiritually.
That anything not in line with me to be escorted
by their Guides to where they need to go and
to let them know that they don’t have to exist in
the state they are in, that they are loved, healed
and forgiven.
Then blast yourself again
coloured light you choose.

with

whatever

Remember amazing Beings, you are your own
master.
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